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W / 17 / 0440
Full planning application for the erection of 63 dwellings
Land off Bremridge Close, BARFORD
Taylor Wimpey West Midlands Ltd

JPC Decision:

THE JPC OBJECTS TO THIS PROPOSAL

The JPC finds the development at this site totally unsatisfactory and inappropriate for various
reasons, including:1 – The proposal is not compliant with policies within the existing Local Plan
2 – The proposal is outside the Village Envelope as defined in the existing Local Plan and
substantially outside the Village Envelope as defined in the made Barford Neighbourhood
Development Plan
3 – The proposal is in direct conflict with and fails to respect in any way, the current, made, Barford
Neighbourhood Development Plan (BNDP). It is accepted that technically the BNDP has limited
weight whilst WDC does not have a LDP in place.
4 – The 2013 Housing Needs Survey conducted over our three villages established very modest
housing need for our villages and these have been more than satisfied through the various
developments which we have agreed to accept, in negotiation with WDC, in order to play our part in
meeting district-wide needs for housing and Affordable Housing in particular.
5 – The proposal site was not identified as appropriate in SHLAA.
6 – Access into the site from Bremridge close as drawn appears to occupy land owned by third parties
ie Betts Ecology bat barn and associated land and land owned by occupiers of current Bremridge
Close properties. We understand a covenant exists for passage over that private land but do not
understand how a modern standard access road can be constructed through such a narrow opening.
7 – Any access as drawn will effectively remove the turning head currently at the end of the adopted
part of Bremridge Close and will effectively force vehicles to turn on a through route.
8 – The access from Bremridge Close onto Wellesbourne Road is already problematic with parked
vehicles grossly compromising visibility with WCC and Police seemingly unwilling to assist in resolving
the situation. Bremridge Close currently contains 48 residences so the addition of 63 additional
dwellings will presumably provide at least a 130% increase in pro-rata traffic movements.
9 – WCC guidelines promote a maximum of 50 dwellings per cul-de-sac road. The proposals more
than double that recommendation.
10 – The proposed LPE Build Phase Plan places the site depot and offices, and hence the last build
phase, immediately behind houses 38-48 Wellesbourne Road and hence those homes will suffer
most and longest disruption during the build period. It would be better arranged if the offices and
material storage were relocated to the Phase 8 location at the middle/rear of the site and the
proposed houses backing onto Wellesbourne Road built at a much earlier phase in order to provide
some modest buffering for neighbouring properties at an earlt stage of the scheme.
11 – The 3m wide Emergency & Pedestrian Link to Westham Lane is of poor design and will be of
limited value, joining Westham Lane, itself a narrow single track rural road, by a sharp right-angle
junction – contrasting sharply with the emergency access provided immediately opposite for the
Nursery Meadow devolpment.
12 – The proximity of Plot No 1 to the established Bat Barn, in addition to the already completed
removal of associated trees, will compromise further the function of the bat barn which was provided
as a condition of permission for the main Bremridge close development.
13 – Village Infrastructure will struggle to cope with a further 63 houses on top of the c.200 already
planned (and accepted!) for the Draft Local Plan period/ Specifically, Barford St Peters School has
been enlarged several times over the last few decades and is now approaching “single form” entry for
all age groups. Completion of single form entry is currently compromised by lack of funding and this
can only be made worse by extra pressures from extra new homes. In the evnt that this application is
approved it should be accompanied by s.106 funding to enable Barford School to fully expand to
single form entry and accommodate the extra children from these extra homes.
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14 – The village drainage system is already under stress and will be worse with other new houses
already approved. Assurance by Severn Trent that it will cope or that they will make improvements
are not borne out in practice and there are frequent problems already and several householders are
already regularly disadvantaged by this overloaded, under-invested drainage system.
15 – The applicants’ own Ecology Reports identify at p15 that the site is excellent bat habitat. The
applicants have already sought to destroy much of that habitat by tree removal and this proposal will
all but destroy the remainder. Similarly the applicants have sought to interfere with bird-nesting by
netting “in season” and have only desisted when forced to do so by Police action solicited by
concerned nearby residents.
16 – The applicants’ Statement of Community Involvement has been a “tick-box exercise” badly
and cynically undertaken. There has been only token public engagement and no evidence that the
application has been modified in the light of comment. NPPF makes it clear that communities should
have a voice in planning and that planning should be a collective enterprise and that must mean
listening to local opinions on these proposals.
17 – It is our opinion that there is no NEED for this development. The JPC area need has already
been fully satisfied by those developments already built and exceeded by others included within
BNDP and the Draft Local Plan. This proposal should be refused.
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